How to Use ESL Capstone Audio eBooks

On the Library Research page, click the category English as a Second Language
Click on Capstone Audio-eBooks

Click on Visual Search

You can choose from Nonfiction, Fiction, Graphic Novels, Recreational Reading, or Favorite Characters.
Choose what your professor wants you to read, or what you are interested in.

Click SEARCH

Under Filter, click the Lexile Range

For ESL level 0&1 choose **Less than 450**
For ESL level 2 choose **450 – 790**
For ESL level 3 choose **770 – 980**
For ESL level 4&5 choose **955 - 1155**
Click from any of the titles that appear, then click **PLAY BOOK**

Click **Start Book**

Following the highlight words as they are read. Turn the pages with arrows on side. Difficult words and their definitions can be found in the **Glossary**.